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The Murder Grove
by E.V. Adamson
Two bodies. Thirty years. And a secret that connects them
both.
1990
A woman’s body is found brutally murdered in the woods, and next
to it, a shallow grave hiding a terrified young girl.
2021
When Mia and Rich move to an eco-village in Spain, they’re looking
for a new start. Val Verde is everything they wished for – at least to
begin with. But when someone is murdered in an olive grove, Mia
realises the village isn’t the safe haven she was hoping for…
There’s a killer in the village – and they’ll stop at nothing until they get
revenge.
E.V. ADAMSON is the pseudonym of Andrew Wilson, the novelist, biographer and journalist. He is the
author of four novels which feature Agatha Christie as a detective. His non-fiction books include
biographies of Patricia Highsmith, Sylvia Plath, Alexander McQueen, Harold Robbins and a group
biography of the survivors of the Titanic. His first novel, The Lying Tongue, published in 2007, was shortlisted
for the Jelf First Novel Award. He won the Edgar Allan Poe Award for Biography (2004) and the LAMBDA
Literary Award (2003) for Beautiful Shadow: A Life of Patricia Highsmith. He was shortlisted for the Whitbread
Biography Prize (2003) for the same book. He is also a creative writing mentor on the Gold Dust scheme
and a tutor on the Faber Academy crime course.
Publication date: HarperCollins – 4th August 2022
Praise for E.V. Adamson:
‘Assured and engrossing’ – The Sunday Times
‘Fantastic – I read this in one sitting’ – Kate Mosse
‘It’s exactly what you look for in a thriller: well-drawn characters, a believable plot and an ending that makes
you think long after you have finished reading’ – Belfast Telegraph
‘Both a tightly-plotted, entertaining work of suspense and an unflinching study of the trauma of witnessing
violence’ – Louise Candlish
Rights sold for previous title Five Strangers: UK (HarperCollins), US (Scarlet), Korea (Daewon)
Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Milk Teeth
by Jessica Andrews
From the author of the award-winning Saltwater
comes a beautifully told love story set across
England, France and Spain.
A girl grows up in the north of England amid scarcity, precarity and
the toxic culture of heroin chic, believing that she needs to make
herself smaller to claim presence in the world.
Years later, as a young woman with unattainable ideals, she meets
someone who calls everything into question, and is forced to confront
episodes from her past. Their relationship takes her from London to
Barcelona and to the precipice of a new life, full of sensuality. Yet she
still feels an uneasiness. In the sticky Mediterranean heat, among
tropical plants and secluded beaches, she must decide what form her adult life should take and learn how
to feel deserving of love and care.
JESSICA ANDREWS grew up in Sunderland and has spent time living in Santa Cruz, Paris, Donegal,
Barcelona and London. She has been published by the Independent, Somesuch Stories, AnOther, Caught
by the River, Shabby Doll House and Papaya Press, among others. She teaches Literature and Creative
Writing classes and co-runs literary magazine The Grapevine, which aims to give a platform to underrepresented writers.
Publication date: Sceptre – 21st July 2022
Praise for previous title, Saltwater:
✦ Winner of the Portico Prize 2020 ✦
‘Andrews’s writing is transportingly voluptuous, conjuring tastes and smells and sounds like her literary
godmother, Edna O’Brien . . . What makes her novel sing is its universal themes: how a young woman tries
to make sense of her world, and how she grows up.’ – New York Times Book Review
‘A book of breathtaking beauty. Saltwater is a visionary novel with prose that gets deep under your skin. The
short, sharp chapters thrum with life. Andrews is a major new voice in contemporary British fiction.’
– Observer
‘Fluid, crisp and bracing. Quietly experimental in form – short numbered snippets that recall the writing of
Maggie Nelson and Jenny Offill… Saltwater is uniquely its own: a love note to a mother, a bildungsroman,
a young woman on the cusp of new adventures and a more considered way of living.’ – Irish Times
‘Jessica Andrews’ debut novel shimmers with promise: it’s one of those books where, from the first pages,
you’re grabbed by a distinctive new voice.’ – Independent
Rights sales for Milk Teeth: UK (Sceptre), Korea (Influential); Japanese co-agent: Japan Uni.
Rights sales for previous title, Saltwater: UK (Sceptre), US (Farrar, Straus & Giroux), France (Les
Escales), Germany (Hoffmann & Campe), Greece (Patakis), Italy (NN Editore), Spain (Seix Barral).
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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The Midnight News
by Jo Baker
It is 1940 and bombs are falling on London. Watching from her attic
window, Charlotte sees enemy planes coming in over the city, and her
neighbours’ homes destroyed. Still grieving her beloved brother who
never returned from France, Charlotte has moved away from her
overbearing family and built a new life for herself. She works as a
typist for the Ministry of Information, rents a room on the top floor
of Mrs Callaghan’s ramshackle house, and shares gin and confidences
with her best friend, Elena.
On her way to work she often sees the boy who feeds the birds – a
source of unexpected joy amidst the rubble of the blitz. But every day
brings new scenes of devastation, and after another heart-breaking
loss Charlotte comes to fear that there is something - or someone - else at work. Who is the shadow man
who seems to be following her? Is her mind playing tricks on her again?
As Charlotte begins to hear the voices of her lost friends, her nerves become increasingly frayed, and others
fear for her sanity. Soon she finds herself taken back to Summer Fields, a place in which she has a painful
history and no clear means of escape...
Riveting, heart-stopping and deeply moving, The Midnight News is the unforgettable new novel from Jo
Baker, bestselling author of Longbourn, plunging the reader into war torn London and the mind of an
observant but increasingly disturbed young woman. It’s a brilliantly imagined novel of nail-biting suspense
– with the sweetest love story running through it.
JO BAKER is the acclaimed author of seven previous novels, including the Sunday Times bestseller
Longbourn, which was selected for the Richard & Judy Book Club. A major film adaptation is currently in
development, directed by Sharon Maguire.
Publication date: Phoenix – early 2023
Praise for Jo Baker:
‘A novelist with a gift for intimate and atmospheric storytelling’ – Financial Times
‘Baker’s spare, visual prose is a treat to read.’ ― Daily Mail
‘Some writers let you know you’re in safe hands from the start and Jo Baker is one of them.’ – Independent
Rights sales for The Midnight News: UK (Phoenix), US (Knopf)
Rights sales for previous title, The Body Lies: UK (Doubleday), US (Knopf), Germany
(Knaus/Penguin Verlag), Netherlands (Borgerhoff & Lamberigts)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Kit
By Megan Barker
I owe you a book
Will you write with me
Shall we hold hands?
I know I am only high noon like this for a limited time
We can jump together
One two thr…

and needs her help.

Megan and Kit met at university. Their friendship was fast, intense,
platonic and wild.
Megan and Mac met at university. Their love was fast, intense, longlasting and true.
Years later Kit and Megan meet up again: Kit is desperately unwell

Over the next six months Megan tries to pull her friend back from the precipice, navigating the difficulties
of revisiting a relationship conceived in the great freedom of her early twenties, whilst attempting to remain
fully present in the messy beauty of her family life.
Kit is a story of the sumptuous complication – and precariousness - of life and relationships. It describes a
call to intimacy in a state of emergency. It is a story of one life disrupted as another moves toward its end.
Told in a spare, winding prose-poem, with a voice reminiscent of Max Porter, Kae Tempest and Rebecca
Watson, Kit is a splintered, powerful work of empathy, friendship and unconditional love.
MEGAN BARKER lives in South Wales. She has a background in theatre, and her plays have been
produced at theatres such as Soho Theatre, Sherman Cymru, The Arches, The Traverse and The Tron. She
also writes song lyrics, most recently for Quiet River of Dust by Richard Reed Parry. Kit is her first novel.
Publication date: Cheerio – Spring 2024
Praise for Kit:
‘Very few things I’ve read recently have stopped me in my tracks quite as unexpectedly as Kit. It’s unlike
anything else - unashamedly refutes category. Is defiantly original in the way it hybridises form. It’s right
on the edge, but instinctive, tender and searing. There were times I had to stop and take a breath, not only
after some of the emotional body hits (sometimes tiny moments), but often at the honest, simple, day-today impossibly complicated love that is at the absolute heart of the piece. It’s a cry, and a demand, and its
brashly beautiful.’ – Cynan Jones
‘It’s glorious. Held me throughout (one sitting). An admirable tendency to make left-hand turns, if that
makes sense (especially where language is concerned). Terrific images. Indelible moments. A powerful
astringency. It left me with a poignant afterglow of defiance / love in the face of helplessness. There was
no cop-out sense that things could have been another way, only a close tracking of the emotioal
consequences of the inevitable. Tragedy, in other words (though I laughed at times too).’ – James
Scudamore
Rights sales for Kit: UK (Cheerio)
Agent: Lisa Baker
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It’s Not Me, It’s You
by Charlotte Bigland
A debut novel about dating as a twenty-something, with a
fresh voice and a killer twist, for readers of Lucy Foley, Bella
Mackie and CJ Skuse
Jen can admit to being a serial dater. But a serial killer? Not so
much.
Jen Beeny’s love life is nothing to write home about. But then again
neither is the rest of her life. Between her dead-end job and her livein landlord, disastrous dates are the least of her worries. Until said
dates start turning up dead and with them bringing up memories Jen
has moved to London to forget. Despite a burning desire to stick
her head in the sand and pretend everything is fine, when internet sleuths start digging it’s up to Jen to clear
her name. But if it's not her then who’s behind it all? And to what lengths will they go to keep Jen in the
frame?
CHARLOTTE BIGLAND is a 25-year-old insurance broker specialising in cyber and terrorism risks. She’s
from Middlesbrough and lives in London.
Publication date: Bonnier – Summer 2022
Rights sold: WEL (Bonnier)
Agent: Amy St Johnston
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Outro
by Stephanie Bishop
Lucie Blackwood, an acclaimed novelist living in London, has been
awarded a major literary prize which she must collect at a ceremony in
New York. She tacks the trip on to the end of a cruise she has already
booked to celebrate her wedding anniversary. Her much older husband
Patrick, a filmmaker, is burnt out, disillusioned and reluctant to travel but
Lucie convinces him that a break from it all might be just the thing he
needs.
On the cruise, they rediscover the physical desire that first sparked their
relationship many years ago, when Lucie was just a student and Patrick
her beguiling, maverick professor. But when a storm hits and Patrick drowns, the search for his body—and
for something like the truth—begins.
Dark, compulsive and often very wry, Outro is that rare beast: a literary novel, exquisitely written, with the
pulse of an addictive plot—Lisa Halliday’s Asymmetry meets Gillian Flynn’s Gone Girl. Like the work of its
narrator, it is also a novel of ideas: how legible, in the mind of the writer, is the line between what is life
and what is story? How do we refuse the people we desire? What is the cost, to ourselves, to others and to
our art, if we don’t?
STEPHANIE BISHOP is the author of The Other Side of the World, named Literary Fiction Book of the Year
at the Australian Book Industry Awards 2016 and winner of The Readings Prize for New Australian Fiction
2015. It was also shortlisted for the Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards, The Indie Book Awards and the
NSW Premier’s Literary Awards as well as being longlisted for the 2016 Stella Prize. Her next novel, Man
Out of Time, was also longlisted for the Stella Prize, and shortlisted for the Christina Stead Prize for fiction.
She holds a PhD from Cambridge and is currently a Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing at the University
of New South Wales. In 2017, she was a Visiting Scholar at Oxford University’s Centre for Life Writing.
Her criticism has appeared in the London Review of Books, the TLS and the Sydney Review of Books.
UK publication date: W&N – February 2023
Praise for Stephanie Bishop:

The Other Side of the World:
♦ Winner of the Readings Prize for New Australian Fiction and Literary Fiction Book of the
Year at the Australian Book Industry Awards, shortlisted for the Victorian Premier’s Literary
Awards, the NSW Premier’s Literary Awards, and the Indie Book Awards ♦
Man Out of Time:
♦ Longlisted for The Stella Prize and shortlisted for the Christina Stead Prize for Fiction ♦

‘A stunning writer... her attention to detail makes each scene visceral.’ – New York Times
‘An insightful, exquisitely observed novel... deserves to make many a book prize shortlist.’ – Observer
‘Magnificent imagery and an attunement to the music of the novel’s landscapes overlay its exploration of
the impact of migration, place and displacement. [...] the precision and flair of the writing is breathtaking.’
– The Australian
Rights sales for Outro: UK (W&N), Australia (Hachette), Germany (DTV), Italy (Marsilio), Romania
(Trei)
Agent: Emma Paterson
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Bellies
by Nicola Dinan
♦Shortlisted for the Mo Siewcharran Prize♦

“I wore a dress on the night I first met Ming.”
It’s your typical boy meets boy. At a drag night in a university town,
Tom meets Ming. Ming is what Tom wants and wants to be: a
promising young playwright, he is confident and witty, a perfect
antidote to Tom’s awkward gay-virgin energy. But when they move to
London together to start the rest of their lives, Tom and Ming discover
that the project of becoming the person you want to be doesn’t end at
graduation.
Bellies centres on Ming’s decision to transition and live as a woman, but it’s also the story of how Tom
grows up and becomes a man. It’s a story about love and heartbreak, but also the possibilities of queer
friendship. Its characters talk and worry about their bodies, drugs, health, art and responsibility, but
ultimately, they are most concerned with how to care for the people who know them most intimately.
Both sharp and tender, cerebral yet compelling, Bellies will appeal to fans of the cutting humour in Naoise
Dolan’s Exciting Times, Torrey Peter’s playful trans realism in Detransition Baby and the parallel storytelling
in Memorial by Bryan Washington.
At its core, Bellies is a novel about opening yourself up to vulnerability. By writing a coming-of-age story
told through the framework of transition, Nicola moves the genre forward by casting a novel perspective
on the way young people process the anxieties we all have about growth, and change. Both Tom and Ming
are forced to confront the question: is it worth losing a part of yourself, to become who you are?
NICOLA DINAN grew up in Hong Kong and Kuala Lumpur, and now calls London home. She trained
and practised as a lawyer before leaving the law to focus on writing. Bellies is her first novel, for which she
was shortlisted for the Mo Siewcharran Prize. She is a graduate of the Faber Academy Writing-a-Novel
course. Her work has appeared in Huck Magazine, i-D, Paper Magazine, Necessary Fiction and elsewhere.
Rights sales for Bellies: UK (Doubleday); Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Monica MacSwan
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Iron Curtain
by Vesna Goldsworthy
Two worlds on the brink of change in a love story doomed to
end in disaster
Milena is a Red Princess living in a Soviet Satellite state in the 1980s.
She enjoys limitless luxury and limited freedom; the end of the Cold
War seems unimaginable.
When she meets Jason, a confident British poet, Milena is appalled by
his political naivety and his poor choice of footwear. Still, they fall into
bed together, and before long Milena is secretly planning to defect to
Britain.
1980s London defies her privileged expectations. The rented flat is
grim and the food is disgusting, but she is with the man she loves and there are no hidden cameras to record
her every move. But then Milena discovers that Jason’s idea of freedom hurts even more...
With sharp wit and tender precision, Vesna Goldsworthy unpicks the failures of family and state. Iron Curtain
is a sly, elegant human drama that challenges the myths we tell ourselves.
VESNA GOLDSWORTHY was born in Belgrade in 1961 and has lived in London since 1986. She writes
in English, her third language. Her books include an internationally bestselling memoir, Chernobyl
Strawberries, and novels Gorsky and Monsieur Ka. A former BBC World Service journalist, she is currently
professor in creative writing at the University of Exeter and at UEA.
Publication date: Chatto & Windus – 10th February 2022
Praise for Iron Curtain:
‘Iron Curtain is Goldsworthy’s finest novel so far, a brilliantly written and often witty exploration of its
protagonist’s predicament, caught as she is between two worlds, happy in neither, and seeking a freedom
to live and love that always eludes her.’ – The Sunday Times
‘[A] gloriously vivid tale…Foreboding shadows every finely rendered set piece… The pages fly by, and
Goldsworthy’s careful scrutiny brings warmth and sympathy to her tale of belonging and betrayal. Tense,
brooding and often hilarious, Iron Curtain finds bright sparks as well as bleakness in the cold war’s dying
embers.’ – Guardian
‘A pacy page-turner... Full of humour, pathos and poignancy’ – Irish Independent
‘Vesna Goldsworthy’s finely wrought third novel explodes into life... Potent’ – Spectator
Rights sales for Iron Curtain: UK (Chatto & Windus), US (Norton), Romania (Humanitas), Serbia
(Geopoetika). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Rights sales for previous title, Gorsky: UK (Chatto & Windus), US (Overlook Press), Bulgaria
(Obsidian), Catalan (Angle Editorial), Germany (Zsolnay Verlag), Netherlands (Meridiaan Uitgevers), Italy
(Mondadori), Poland (Proszynski i S-ka), Romania (Humanitas), Serbia (Geopoetika), Spain (Edhasa),
Sweden (Massolit Forlag)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Adoration
by Kevin Jared Hosein
From an unforgettable new voice in Caribbean literature,
a sweeping story of two families colliding in
1940s Trinidad.
Trinidad in the 1940s, nearing the end of American occupation
and British colonialism. On a hill overlooking Bell Village sits
the Changoor farm, where Dalton and Marlee Changoor live
lives of luxury unrecognizable to those who reside in the farm’s
shadow. Down below is the Barrack, a ramshackle building of
wood and tin, divided into rooms occupied by whole families.
Among these families are the Saroops—Hans and Shweta and
their son, Krishna, all three born of the barracks. Theirs are hard
lives, of back-breaking work, grinding poverty, devotion to faith, and of a battle against nature and against
a social structure designed to keep them where they are.
But when Dalton goes missing and Marlee’s safety is compromised, farmhand Hans is lured by the promise
of a handsome stipend to move to the farm as a watchman. As the mystery of Dalton’s disappearance
unfolds, the lives of the wealthy couple and those who live in the barracks below become insidiously
entwined, their community changed forever and in shocking ways.
A searing and singular novel of religion, class, family, and historical violence rooted in Trinidad’s wild
pastoral landscape and inspired by oral storytelling traditions, Adoration is deeply resonant of its time and
place while evoking the roots and ripple effects of generational trauma and linked histories, the lingering
resentments, sacrifices, and longings that alter destinies. Lyrically told and rendered with harrowing beauty,
Adoration is a stunning piece of storytelling and an affecting mystery from a blazingly talented writer.
KEVIN JARED HOSEIN is a 34 year-old science teacher from Chaguanas in Trinidad. His story ‘Passage’
was the winner of the overall Commonwealth Short Story Prize in 2018. Of the story judge Sarah Hall said:
“It balances between formal language and demotic, ideas of civility and ferality, is tightly woven and
suspenseful, beautifully and eerily atmospheric, and finally surprising. It is, in essence, all a reader could
want from the short story form; a truly crafted piece of fiction that transports the reader into another world,
upends expectations, and questions the nature of narratives and narrative consequence.”, much of which
could also be applied to this novel. He is the author of three books published in the Caribbean – an adult
novel, and two books for children. He also won the Caribbean regional prize in the 2015 Commonwealth
Short Story Prize.
UK publication date: Bloomsbury – January 2023
Rights sales for Adoration: UK (Bloomsbury), US (Ecco), Czech (Leda)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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Violets
by Alex Hyde
♦ Radio 4 Book at Bedtime ♦
♦ Chosen by Esquire as a Best Book of 2022 ♦
A young woman, Violet, lies in a hospital bed in the closing days of
the war. Her pregnancy is over and she is no longer able to conceive.
With her husband deployed to the Pacific Front and her friends
caught up in transitory love affairs, she must find a way to put herself
back together.
In a small, watchful town in the Welsh valleys, another Violet
contemplates the fate she shares with her unborn child. Unwed and
unwanted, an overseas posting offers a temporary way out. Plunged
into the heat and disorder of Naples, her body begins to reveal the
responsibility it carries even as she is drawn into the burnished circle of a charismatic new friend, Maggie.
Between these two Violets, sung into being like a babe in a nursery rhyme: a son. As their lives begin to
intertwine, a spellbinding story of women’s courage emerges, suffused with power, lyricism and beauty,
from an exhilarating new voice in British fiction.
ALEX HYDE is a Lecturer in Gender Studies at UCL, where her research focuses on the ways in which
women’s productive and reproductive labour is incorporated into nation-building projects through the
institutions of marriage and the family. Violets is her debut novel.
UK publication date: Granta – 3rd February 2022
Praise for Violets:
‘To call it a novel, though, doesn’t quite sum up the uniqueness of its form and voice. It’s no surprise to
learn Hyde once worked as a bookseller with Max Porter - his work is a clear influence on the shimmering
poetry of her prose, and the way words dart about the page. Its hypnotic effect means it’s difficult not to
read in one sitting, and its accumulative power will have you sobbing by the end.’ – Evening Standard
‘Original… Through careful depiction and a sparse prose style, Hyde draws attention to the way in which
women’s lives were considered interchangeable by state and church. Graceful… inventive… and
convincing.’ – Irish Times
‘[There is an] earnestness with which Hyde pursues her artistic ends, the sense of a writer entirely committed
to her project… This is a profoundly unusual novel, an intricately composed and thoroughly corporeal
portrait of the intertwined lives of two women during the war. Hyde is clearly a writer of talent and
ambition: Violets suggests a glittering career ahead.’ – Guardian
‘Breathtaking… Powerful and poignant.’ – Sunday Post
Rights sales for Violets: UK (Granta); Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Emma Paterson
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The Persians
by Sanam Mahloudji
For eleven years straight, since 1994—the year my mother
died—we’d flown in from New York, L.A. and Houston, as
if 1979 and the Islamic Revolution hadn’t happened and we
were still one of the most important families in Iran,
descended from great ancient lines, although this was
America and nobody cared.
After Auntie Shirin is bailed out of an Aspen jail by her niece
Bita, something in the Valiat family shifts.
Shirin, repulsed by her husband, leaves her marriage and embarks
upon a quest: to restore the Valiat name. Bita, repulsed by her
family’s wealth, is on a quest of her own: to find meaning. But will swapping a law degree for writing deliver
enlightenment or simply uncover long-buried secrets?
Seema, Bita’s dead mother, tells her life story, from rebellious, solitary schoolgirl in Tehran to lonely wife
and mother adrift in Los Angeles. After all, it’s important to set the record straight, even from beyond the
grave.
Meanwhile, Shirin and Seema’s mother, Elizabeth, is awakened in her twilight years by the memory of an
old flame: the car mechanic that her father forbade her to marry. Elizabeth lives with her granddaughter
Niaz, the child Shirin left behind when she fled Iran in 1979. Their intergenerational bond is a collision of
old and new Iran: familial deference versus revolutionary idealism.
The voices of these five indelible women narrate us across three generations of an Iranian family, pulled
apart and brought together by the 1979 revolution. But this isn’t a book about the revolution—not really—
nor saffron, pomegranates or poetry. This is the ‘Iranian Novel’ as you have never seen it before, careering
through the underground parties of Tehran, the waxing salons of New York, the ski resorts of Aspen and
the suburban mansions of LA.
The Persians is a breath of fresh air, by turns satirical and nostalgic, as mordantly funny as it is heartbreakingly
sad. Skewering the hypocrisies and absurdities of wealth while depicting a family in crisis, this is a debut
novel of great ambition and heart. It is also, quite simply, a really good time. If you’ve ever wondered what
a multigenerational family novel by Lockwood, July or Moshfegh might look like, perhaps this is your
answer.
SANAM MAHLOUDJI was born in Tehran and grew up in Los Angeles after leaving Iran during the
Islamic Revolution. She now lives in London with her husband and two children. Before she turned to
writing fiction, Sanam worked in finance in Manhattan and in law as a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals clerk
and union-side labor lawyer both in Pasadena. Her fiction appears in McSweeney’s Quarterly Concern, the
Kenyon Review, the Idaho Review, Passages North and others. She was nominated for a 2018 PEN/Robert
J. Dau Short Story Prize for Emerging Writers for her first published story. Her first published essay in
GOOD about her experiences volunteering at LAX after Trump’s first ban on Muslims entering the United
States of America was anthologized in a collection of essays titled All of Me: Stories of Love, Anger, and the
Female Body. An essay about her relationship with her mother was included in the book Mothers Before: Stories
and Portraits of Our Mothers as We Never Saw Them.
Rights sales for The Persians: US (on submission)
Agent: Emma Paterson
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Pity
by Andrew McMillan
The debut novel from the winner of the Polari Prize
The town was once a hub of industry. A place where men toiled
underground in darkness, picking and shovelling in the dust and the sleck.
It was dangerous and back-breaking work but it meant something. Once,
the town provided, it was important, but now the town and the people in
it are seen mostly in statistics and news stories; objectified, abstracted and
surveilled by those in power, their realities boiled down to fit easily within
political narratives.
In Pity, we meet some of the men from the town. Alex and Brian used to
work down the mines, their father and grandfather before them. After the
mines closed, Brian moved out, to one of the villages on the outskirts, and Alex stayed, but both men are
haunted by what happened - beset by guilt, repressed, afraid to admit the truth of who they now are. But
when a group of academics arrive to do some ethnographic work on post-industrial narratives Brian begins
to open up.
Alex’s son Simon is too young to have seen the pits. He’s come of age amid a new type of precarity, working
in a call centre, as a drag queen, doing a bit of sex work on the side to top up his earnings. People in the
town know he’s gay, but he’s always held something back, wary of breaking what feels like a fragile
acceptance. The time had never felt right to show them all of himself, but he’s now been asked to perform
at the local club and he sees an opportunity. He might not have been there, but he knows enough about it,
from his dad and his uncle and the men at the club. They’ve been hiding from it for too long, and maybe
this one night, Simon as Puttana Short Dress as Margaret Thatcher, is the chance to bring it all out into the
open.
Andrew McMillan’s debut novel is an unforgettable portrait of modern Britain. It is about community,
masculinity, post-industrialisation, identity and stories - what they’re for, and who gets to tell them. Its
formal innovation, interrogation of language and political clarity call to mind Natasha Brown’s Assembly,
and it would also appeal to readers of Ross Raisin and Edouard Louis.
ANDREW MCMILLAN’s first collection, physical, was the only ever poetry collection to win the Guardian
First Book Award; it also won a Somerset Maugham Award, an Eric Gregory Award, a Northern Writers'
Award and the Aldeburgh First Collection Prize. In 2019 it was voted as one of the top 25 poetry books of
the past 25 years by the Booksellers Association. His second collection, playtime, won the inaugural Polari
Prize. His latest collection, pandemonium, was published by Jonathan Cape in 2021. He is a senior lecturer at
the Manchester Writing School at Manchester Metropolitan University and is a fellow of the Royal Society
of Literature. Andrew has appeared on numerous BBC radio shows, and last year presented the three-part
Radio 4 series, ON FORM.
Publication date: Canongate – 2024
Rights sales for Pity: UK (Canongate), Germany (Ullstein)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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Someday, Maybe
by Onyi Nwabineli
Here are three things you should know about my husband:
He was the great love of my life despite his penchant for going
incommunicado.
He was, as far as I and everyone else could tell, perfectly happy.
Which is significant because…
On New Year’s Eve, he committed suicide.
And here is one thing you should know about me: I found him.
Bonus fact: No. I am not okay.
A stunning and witty debut novel, Someday, Maybe follows Eve, a British-Nigerian woman trying to navigate
life in the aftermath of her husband’s suicide. As Eve mourns, she must also try and balance toxic in-laws,
her insistent, tight-knit family and society’s pressure to “move on”. Written from personal experience and
loosely based on true events, the novel focuses on themes such as grief, mental health and family. Onyi
Nwabineli is a fresh new voice for fans of Yaa Gyasi, Queenie and I May Destroy You.
ONYI NWABINELI is a Nigerian-British headwrap afficionado. An English and Creative Writing
graduate, she is the co-founder of Surviving Out Loud, a fund that provides fiscal support for survivors of
sexual assault. Born in Nigeria, Onyi currently lives in London. Someday, Maybe is her debut novel.
Rights sales for Someday, Maybe: UK (OneWorld), US (Harlequin)
Agent: Amy St Johnston
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Ghost Country
by Chris Petit
A breath-taking contemporary thriller for readers of Robert
Harris, John le Carré and Martin Cruz Smith
When a government minister is shot there are many suspects but few
leads. Days before the attempted assassination, Charlotte Waites, a
Home Office analyst, dismissed a crucial intel flag and now has to
account for her actions. Dragged into a web of intrigue that will draw
in everybody from the prime minister to her ailing father, she must try
to get the bottom of the mystery while confronting dark secrets from
her family’s past.
Complex, gripping and deftly-handled, Ghost Country is work of
staggering imagination that, from Northern Ireland to Covid, looks at
the complexities of Britain’s recent history and distils them into an unforgettable literary thriller.
CHRIS PETIT has written a trio of acclaimed "beyond black" political thrillers covering a serial killer
operating in sectarian Northern Ireland (The Psalm Killer); dirty money in World War II (The Human Pool);
and terror, arms trading and the bombing of a civilian aircraft (The Passenger); as well as The Butchers of Berlin
which also features the characters Schlegel and Morgen. He is also an internationally renowned filmmaker.
Publication date: Simon & Schuster – 22nd April 2022
Praise for Chris Petit:
‘Ambitious, darkly atmospheric’ – The Times
‘The real skill of this rigorous, disturbing novel lies in the way Petit steadily and unsensationally allows his
protagonists to discover the full horror of the hellhole they are in’ – Guardian
‘Hugely impressive and highly readable’ – Financial Times
‘One of Britain’s most visionary writers’ – David Peace
Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Shy
by Max Porter
The rucksack is shockingly heavy.
The floorboards complain.
He checks again, the spliff is diagonal-snug in the
empty Embassy box.
The daytime check is a half-dream away.
The room is molten soft. Tempting.
Jumpy.
The rucksack is shockingly heavy.
It’s 3.13 am.
Shy. A troubled teen, a ‘dangerous young man’, a reject from the social structures that no longer wish to
nurture him. Shy knows that society has not failed him, he has failed it – parents, schooling, friends and
sometime girlfriends. Judged and found wanting, he now lives at Last Chance, a boarding school for boys
like him. In this dilapidated mansion, at 3.13 am, Shy is considering what could be his final decision in this
world.
Set over a few hours of a single night, Shy exists between the stillness and beauty of a nocturne and the
exhilarating shout of simultaneous teenage joy and anguish. As with all Porter’s writing, the darkness is
indivisible from a core of humour and humanity.
With leaps of linguistic brilliance and wild energy, Shy is utterly immersive in its authenticity and heartbreaking honesty. It is Porter’s greatest feat of empathy yet.
MAX PORTER is the author of The Death of Francis Bacon, Lanny, longlisted for the Booker Prize, and Grief
Is the Thing with Feathers, winner of the International Dylan Thomas Prize and shortlisted for the Guardian
First Book Award and the Goldsmiths Prize. He is the recipient of the Sunday Times/Peter, Fraser +
Dunlop Young Writer of the Year award.
Publication date: Faber – Spring 2023
Rights sales for Shy: UK (Faber), US (Graywolf), Canada (Strange Light)
Praise for Max Porter:
‘Give yourself up to Porter’s storytelling and love of language. You will be in good hands.’ – The Times
‘One of the most daring writers of his generation’ – Sydney Morning Herald
‘A magically beguiling work, a triumph of artistic vision.’ – Financial Times
‘A remarkable feat of literary virtuosity.’ – Sunday Times
‘Porter is one of our most exciting writers.’ – Spectator
‘[Porter] is the supreme word alchemist.” ― Sunday Independent
‘Porter is an enchanter with words.’ – Kirkus, (Starred review)
Rights sales for previous title, Lanny: UK (Faber), US (Graywolf), Canada (Strange Light), Arabic
(Jalees), China (Shanghai 99 Readers’ Culture Co), Denmark (Gyldendal), Finland (WSOY), France
(Editions du Seuil), Germany (Kein und aber), Greece (Polis), Hungary (Jelenkor), Italy (Sellerio), Korea
(Munhakdongne), Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), Norway (Gyldendal), Poland (Zysk), Portugal (20 20
Editora), Russia (AST), Serbia (Dereta), Slovakia (Inaque), Spain (Literatura), Sweden (Sekwa), Turkey
(Monokl); Japanese co-agent: Japan Uni; Film and TV Rights: The Bureau with BBC Films and Rachel
Weisz
Agent: Lisa Baker
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The Whalebone Theatre
by Joanna Quinn
Cristabel Seagrave has always wanted her life to be a story, but there
are no girls in the books in her dusty family library. For an unwanted
orphan who grows into an unmarriageable young woman, there seems
to be no place at all for her in Chilcombe, her family’s crumbling
Dorset estate. But from the day that a whale washes up on the beach,
and twelve-year-old Cristabel plants her flag, claiming it as her own,
she is determined to do things differently.
With her step-parents blithely distracted by their endless party guests,
Cristabel and her siblings, Flossie and Digby, scratch together an
education from the plays they read in their freezing attic bedroom,
drunken conversations eavesdropped through oak-panelled doors, and
the esoteric lessons of Maudie their maid.
But as the children grow to adulthood and war approaches, it becomes clear that the roles they are expected
to play are no longer those they would choose for themselves. And as they are drawn into the conflict, they
must each find a way to write their own story...
JOANNA QUINN is based in Dorset, where her debut novel, The Whalebone Theatre, takes place. She has
previously had short stories published by The White Review, Comma Press, New Welsh Review and the Bridport
Prize. She is currently working towards a PhD in Creative Writing at Goldsmiths.
UK publication date: Fig Tree – 9th June 2022
Praise for The Whalebone Theatre:
‘Utterly captivating. An epic romp with characters you cannot help but fall in love with and a plot that takes
you in all sorts of unexpected directions. Written with great heart, humour and humanity, it’s the kind of
book you want to escape normal life to read at every available opportunity.’ ― Elizabeth Day, author of
Magpie
‘The Whalebone Theatre has all the makings of a classic. And Cristabel Seagrave is the most gratifying hero.
The war scenes often left me breathless: they are as good as you will ever read. A wonderful debut. Actually,
a tour de force.’ ― Sarah Winman, author of Still Life
‘Quinn’s story passes like a fabulous pageant, richly coloured and packed with incident, taking us from the
lonely and unorthodox Dorset childhood of the extraordinary Christabel to the poignant aftermath of her
heroic Second World War. Quinn has a sublime touch: Cristabel and her troupe are unforgettable, as riotous
in comedy as they are heart-breaking in tragedy.’ ― Frances Liardet, author of We Must Be Brave
‘The circus playfulness of the language, the old story of the great house dazzlingly refreshed, the kind heart
and the witty eye, the deep understanding of a girl’s need to be the hero of her own life – this is going to
be a book that is loved unreasonably and life-long, I believe, like I Capture The Castle.’ – Francis Spufford,
author of Light Perpetual
Rights sales for The Whalebone Theatre: UK (Fig Tree), US (Knopf), Czech (Host), France (Laffont),
Germany (C Bertelsmann), Italy (Sperling), Netherlands (Boekerij), Russia (Exmo), Spain (Enciclopedia),
Sweden (Bonnier). Japanese co-agent: Japan Uni.
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Quiet
by Victoria Adukwei Bulley
Victoria Adukwei Bulley’s debut collection, Quiet, circles around ideas
of black interiority, intimacy and selfhood, playing at the tensions
between the impulse to guard one’s ‘inner life’ and the knowledge
that, as Audre Lorde writes, ‘your silence will not protect you’. The
poems teem with grace and dignity, are artful in their shapes, sharp in
their intelligence, and possessing of a good ear, finely attuned to the
sonics that fascinate and motivate the writing ‘at the lower end of
sound’.
VICTORIA ADUKWEI BULLEY is a poet, writer and artist. An
alumna of the Barbican Young Poets, she is the recipient of an Eric
Gregory Award, and has held residencies in the US, Brazil, and the
V&A Museum in London. She is currently a doctoral student at Royal
Holloway, University of London, supported by a Techne award for practice-based research in Creative
Writing.
UK publication date: Faber – June 2022
Praise for Quiet:
‘Victoria Adukwei Bulley's stunning poems draw you in with their melodious versatility, intellect and
dexterity; perfectly embody the political through the personal; and are freedom-loving shapeshifters
constantly changing form and animating ideas and language to surprising effect. This is her debut collection,
but she arrives fully formed.’ – Bernardine Evaristo
‘In Quiet, Victoria Adukwei Bulley advances a poetics of balance. The poems collected in these pages mix a
technically assured, sonically resonant, surface with a profoundly evocative, scrupulously integrated core.
This book is a seismic event; its vibrations will be felt for a long time to come.’ – Kayo Chingonyi
Rights sold for Quiet: UK (Faber), US (Knopf).
Agent: Emma Paterson
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Flèche
by Mary Jean Chan
✦Winner of the 2019 Costa Poetry Prize✦
✦Lambda Literary Award Finalist✦
✦Shortlisted for the Dylan Thomas Prize✦
✦A Guardian Book of the Year✦

the world.

Flèche (the French word for ‘arrow’) is an offensive technique
commonly used in fencing, a sport of Mary Jean Chan’s young adult
years, when she competed locally and internationally for her home
city, Hong Kong. This cross-linguistic pun presents the queer, nonwhite body as both vulnerable (‘flesh’) and weaponised (‘flèche’), and
evokes the difficulties of reconciling one’s need for safety alongside
the desire to shed one’s protective armour in order to fully embrace

Central to the collection is the figure of the poet’s mother, whose fragmented memories of political turmoil
in twentieth-century China are sensitively threaded through the book in an eight-part poetic sequence,
combined with recollections from Chan’s childhood. As complex themes of multilingualism, queerness,
psychoanalysis and cultural history emerge, so too does a richly imagined personal, maternal and national
biography. The result is a series of poems that feel urgent and true, dazzling and devastating by turns.
MARY JEAN CHAN is the author of Flèche, published by Faber & Faber (2019) and Faber USA (2020).
Flèche won the 2019 Costa Book Award for Poetry and was shortlisted in 2020 for the International Dylan
Thomas Prize, the John Pollard Foundation International Poetry Prize, the Jhalak Prize and the Seamus
Heaney Centre First Collection Poetry Prize. In 2021, Flèche was a Lambda Literary Award Finalist. Chan
won the 2018 Geoffrey Dearmer Prize and was shortlisted for the Forward Prize for Best Single Poem
twice, receiving an Eric Gregory Award in 2019. In Spring 2020, Chan was guest co-editor alongside Will
Harris at The Poetry Review. Chan is Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing (Poetry) at Oxford Brookes
University. Born and raised in Hong Kong, they currently live in Oxford.
UK publication date: Faber – July 2019
Praise for Flèche:
‘Sparkling and vulnerable . . . the arrival of an essential new voice.’ – Sarah Howe
‘Heartbreaking and breathtaking poems . . . beautifully composed on every page.’ – Diva Magazine
‘Flèche is an extraordinary, brilliant and searing collection, its smouldering ardour beautifully governed by
formal rigour and literary excellence.’ – Bidisha
‘Chan is an assured writer in many forms. Her art is both fastidious and direct.’ – Alison Brackenbury
Agent: Emma Paterson
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A Blood Condition
by Kayo Chingonyi
✦Shortlisted for the Costa Poetry Award✦
✦Shortlisted for the T. S. Eliot Prize✦
✦Shortlisted for the Forward Prize for Best Collection✦
✦Longlisted for the Jhalak Prize ✦
The moving, expansive, and dazzling second collection from
award-winning poet Kayo Chingonyi

within a body.

Kayo Chingonyi’s remarkable second collection follows the course of
a ‘blood condition’ as it finds its way to deeply personal grounds. From
the banks of the Zambezi river to London and Leeds, these poems
speak to how distance and time, nations and history, can collapse

With astonishing lyricism and musicality, this is a story of multiple inheritances -- of grief and survival,
renewal and the painful process of letting go -- and a hymn to the people and places that run in our blood.
KAYO CHINGONYI was born in Zambia in 1987, and moved to the UK at the age of six. He is the
author of two pamphlets, and a fellow of the Complete Works programme for diversity and quality in
British Poetry. In 2012, he was awarded a Geoffrey Dearmer Prize, and was Associate Poet at the Institute
of Contemporary Arts (ICA) in 2015. His first full-length collection, Kumukanda, won the Dylan Thomas
Prize and a Somerset Maugham Award and was shortlisted for the Costa Poetry Prize. It was also shortlisted
for the Seamus Heaney Centre First Poetry Collection Prize, the Ted Hughes Award for New Work in
Poetry, the Roehampton Poetry Prize and the Jhalak Prize. Kayo was a Burgess Fellow at the Centre for
New Writing, University of Manchester, and an Associate Poet at The Institute of Contemporary Arts,
London. He has performed his work at festivals and events around the world, is Poetry Editor for The
White Review, and an Assistant Professor of Creative Writing at Durham University.
Publication date: Chatto & Windus – April 2021
Praise for A Blood Condition:
‘One of the most arresting and beautiful set of poems of this or any year. His ability to blend music, grief
and yearning is unmatched’ ― Guardian
‘A thing of beauty. It’s a pleasure to read such a sure and strident second outing from one of our most
celebrated young poets’ – Diana Evans
‘An elegantly spare, cathartic and poignant but never indulgent collection that invites repeated reading’
– Telegraph
‘The musicality and the hard reason is just so fresh, you feel altered by it’ – Andrew O’Hagan
‘Chingonyi seems to have hit upon the telling image, the poem-as-snapshot, as a means of making his
writing at once more exposed and more sharply defined... This new version of Chingonyi’s voice, whittled
down to its essentials and built on the seen, is behind almost all the best poems here... A Blood Condition...[is]
a significant development in his work’ ― Times Literary Supplement
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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My Darling from the Lions
by Rachel Long
✦Shortlisted for the Rathbones Folio Prize✦
✦Shortlisted for the 2020 Costa Poetry Award✦
✦Shortlisted for the 2020 Forward Prize for Best
First Collection✦
✦Shortlisted for The Sunday Times Charlotte Aitken
Young Writer of the Year Award✦
Each poem has a vivid story to tell – of family quirks, the perils
of dating, the grip of religion or sexual awakening – stories that
are, by turn, emotionally insightful, politically conscious, wise,
funny and outrageous.
Long reveals herself as a razor-sharp and original voice on the issues of sexual politics and cultural
inheritance that polarize our current moment. But it’s her refreshing commitment to the power of the
individual poem that will leave the reader turning each page in eager anticipation: here is an immediate,
wide-awake poetry that entertains royally, without sacrificing a note of its urgency or remarkable skill.
RACHEL LONG is a poet and the founder of Octavia - poetry collective for womxn of colour which is
housed at The Southbank Centre, in London. Long’s poetry and prose have been published widely, most
recently in Filigree, Mal, The White Review, The Poetry Review and Granta.
UK publication date: Picador – August 2020
Praise for My Darling from the Lions:
‘A delight. It takes melancholic, surprising turns every couple of pages, with poems centred around
combating body shame, sex and faith.’ – Roger Robinson, The Week
‘An enchanting and heartwarming new voice in poetry.’ – Bernardine Evaristo
‘In My Darling from the Lions, Long embodies through verse at once sensual and breathless the tempo of
desire. Here is life as sacred and profane, rendered by a voice so clear it cuts through everything and rings
like a bell.’ – Mary Jean Chan, author of Fleche
‘Rachel Long’s poems have a sculpted quality, voluptuous and sharp, as if carved in velvet and ice, not one
word wasted. My Darling from the Lions is daring yet tactful, explosive yet reined in, as irrepressible as a lion
squeezed into a matchbox – an extraordinary debut.’ – Pascale Petit, author of Mama Amazonica
‘This debut collection is the modern poetry we need to read right now.’ – Stylist
Agent: Emma Paterson
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100 Queer Poems
Edited by Andrew McMillan and Mary
Jean Chan
Andrew McMillan and Mary Jean Chan’s luminous anthology,
100 Queer Poems, is a celebration of thrilling contemporary
voices and visionary poets of the past.
Encompassing both the flowering of queer poetry over the past few
decades and the poets who came before and broke new ground, 100
Queer Poems presents an electrifying range of writing from the twentieth
century to the present day.
Questioning and redefining what we mean by a ‘queer’ poem, you’ll
find inside classics by Elizabeth Bishop, Langston Hughes, Wilfred
Owen, Charlotte Mew and June Jordan, central contemporary figures
such as Mark Doty, Jericho Brown, Carol Ann Duffy, Kei Miller, Kae Tempest, Natalie Diaz and Ocean
Vuong, alongside thrilling new voices including Chen Chen, Richard Scott, Harry Josephine Giles, Verity
Spott and Jay Bernard.
Curated by two widely acclaimed poets, Andrew McMillan and Mary Jean Chan, 100 Queer Poems moves
from childhood and adolescence to forging new homes and relationships with our chosen families, from
urban life to the natural world, from explorations of the past to how we find and create our future selves.
It deserves a place on the shelf of every reader keen to discover and rediscover how queer poets speak to
one another across the generations.
Publication date: Vintage – 2nd June 2022
Rights sales for 100 Queer Poems: Aitken Alexander is handling rights in the introduction only; rights to
the individual poems must be cleared separately.
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The Book of Minds
How To Understand Ourselves and Other Beings
from Animals to AI to Aliens

by Philip Ball
Understanding the human mind and how it relates to the world of
experience has challenged scientists and philosophers for centuries.
How do we even begin to think about ‘minds’ that are not human?
That is the question explored in this ground-breaking book. Awardwinning science writer Philip Ball argues that in order to understand
our own minds and imagine those of others, we need to move on
from considering the human mind as a standard against which all
others should be measured.
Science has begun to have something to say about the properties of
mind; the more we learn about the minds of other creatures, from
octopuses to chimpanzees, to imagine the potential minds of computers and alien intelligences, the more
we can begin to see our own, and the more we can understand the diversity of the human mind, in the
widest of contexts. By understanding how minds differ, we can also best understand our own.
PHILIP BALL writes regularly in the scientific and popular media, and worked for many years as an editor
for physical sciences at Nature. His books cover a wide range of scientific and cultural phenomena, and
have been translated into many languages around the world.
UK publication date: Picador – 23rd June 2022
Praise for Philip Ball:
‘Ball’s book towers above the competition with its erudition, balance, and attention to detail… This is the
most accessible, comprehensive, and provocative investigation of the science of music – and its limits – yet
to be written.’ – Globe and Mail
‘Ball is an exceptionally talented writer who manages to combine accessibility and thoroughness in razorsharp prose.’ – Physics World
Rights sales for The Book of Other Minds: UK (Picador), US (Chicago University Press). Japanese coagent: The English Agency.
Agent: Clare Alexander
Material available: Final manuscript
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The Man from the Future
The Visionary Life of John von Neumann

by Ananyo Bhattacharya
The smartphones in our pockets and computers like brains. The
vagaries of game theory and evolutionary biology. Selfreplicating moon bases and nuclear weapons. All bear the
fingerprints of one remarkable man: John von Neumann.
Born in Budapest at the turn of the century, von Neumann is one of the
most influential scientists to have ever lived. His colleagues believed he
had the fastest brain on the planet – bar none. He was instrumental in
the Manhattan Project and helped formulate the bedrock of Cold War
geopolitics and modern economic theory. He created the first ever
programmable digital computer. He prophesied the potential of
nanotechnology and, from his deathbed, expounded on the limits of
brains and computers – and how they might be overcome.
Taking us on an astonishing journey, Ananyo Bhattacharya explores how a combination of genius and
unique historical circumstance allowed a single man to sweep through so many different fields of science,
sparking revolutions wherever he went. Insightful and illuminating, The Man from the Future is a thrilling
intellectual biography of the visionary thinker who shaped our century.
ANANYO BHATTACHARYA is a science writer who has worked at The Economist and Nature. Before
journalism, he worked as a medical researcher at the Burnham Institute in San Diego, California. He holds
a degree in physics from the University of Oxford and a PhD in protein crystallography from Imperial
College London.
Publication date: UK (Allen Lane) – 7th October 2021; US (Norton) – 22nd February 2022
Praise for The Man from the Future:
‘[Von Neumann] was, as Bhattacharya puts it, ‘a complex character,’ and there are tantalizing glimmers of
such human strangeness and complexity in this book … von Neumann, ever the restless pollinator, may
have approved of his biographer’s approach.’ ― New York Times
‘Bhattacharya tells the story tremendously well, situating von Neumann’s work — in fields from quantum
mechanics to game theory to cellular automata — as comfortably as I’ve ever seen it done.’ ― Financial
Times
‘If some lives resist the storyteller’s art, Bhattacharya does a cracking job of hiding the fact. He sensibly,
and ably, moves the biographical goal-posts, making this not so much the story of a flesh-and-blood man,
more the story of how an intellect evolves, moving as intellects often do (though rarely so spectacularly)
from theoretical concerns to their application to their philosophy … [an] agile, intelligent, intellectually
enraptured account of Von Neumann’s life.’ ― Sunday Telegraph
Rights sales for The Man from the Future: UK (Allen Lane), US (Norton), Simplified Chinese (CITIC),
France (Quanto), Greece (Travlos), Italy (Adelphi), Hungary (Open Books), Korea (Woongjin),
Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Romania (Publica), Russia (AST), Spain (Anaya), Turkey (Alfa). Japanese coagent: The English Agency.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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How to Read Now
by Elaine Castillo
An exploration and polemic that redefines the power and
potential for reading by award-winning novelist Elaine Castillo
How many times have we heard that reading builds our empathy? That
we can travel through books? How often have we heard about the
importance of diversifying our bookshelves? Or claimed that books
saved our life? Of course, these familiar words—beautiful,
aspirational—are sometimes even true. But reading is—and can be—
more powerful, more relevant, and more vital than we currently let it
be.
How to Read Now explores the politics and ethics of reading, and insists
that we are all capable of something better: a more engaged
relationship not just with our fiction and our art, but with our buried and entangled histories. Smart, funny,
galvanizing, and sometimes profane, Castillo attacks the stale questions and less-than-critical proclamations
that masquerade as vital discussion: reimagining the cartography of the classics, building a moral case against
the settler colonialism of lauded writers like Joan Didion, taking aim at Nobel Prize winners and toppling
indie film makers, and celebrating glorious moments in everything from popular TV like The Watchmen
to the films of Wong Kar-Wai and the work of contemporary poets like Tommy Pico.
At once a deeply personal and searching history of one woman’s reading life, and a wide-ranging and vital
intervention into our globalized conversations about why reading matters today, How To Read Now
empowers us to embrace a more complicated, embodied form of reading, and invites us to acknowledge
complicated truths, ignite surprising connections, imagine a more daring solidarity, and create space for a
riskier intimacy--within ourselves, and with each other.
ELAINE CASTILLO was named one of "30 of the Planet’s Most Exciting Young People" by the Financial
Times, and was born and raised in the Bay Area. Her debut novel America is Not the Heart was finalist for
numerous prizes including the Elle Award, the Center for Fiction Prize, and the Aspen Words Prize and
was named a best book of 2018 by NPR, Real Simple, Lit Hub, The Boston Globe, San Francisco Chronicle,
The New York Post, Kirkus Reviews, and The New York Public Library.
UK publication date: UK (Atlantic) – 4th August 2022; US (Viking) – 26th July 2022
Praise for How to Read Now:
“Castillo’s How To Read Now took my breath away. Energetically brilliant, warmly humane, incisively funny,
it whips the tablecloth from under the setting of contemporary reading, politics and intellectual culture in
a literary act of daring. It seems there is nothing Castillo can not do. Read How to Read Now now.” – Andrew
Sean Greer, Pulitzer Prize winning author of Less
Praise for previous title, America Is Not the Heart:
‘Elaine Castillo’s full-throated debut, America is Not the Heart is quite simply one of the best first novels I’ve
ever read.’ – John Freeman, Lit Hub
‘The next big thing... It has drama and tragedy in spades, but it also has so much love of every kind spilling
out of it pages that I closed it each night with a huge, warm smile.’ – Paris Review
Rights sales for America Is Not the Heart: UK (Atlantic), US (Viking), Denmark (Gyldendal), France
(Delcourt), Israel (Sendik), Italy (Solferino), Poland (Foksal), Romania (Black Button)
Agent: Emma Paterson
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Prodigal
by Kayo Chingonyi
1993: shortly after his father’s death, six-year-old Yombo is smuggled out
of Zambia, where he has lived all of his short life, and onto a plane bound
for Newcastle in the north east of England. He is being taken away from
his father’s family, away to a life different from anything he’s ever known.
Soon he will learn that his father died from an HIV-related illness, a fate
suffered by many Zambians, and later, when he is living in London he
will become a young carer to his mother as the virus takes her too. The
grief is personal, private, but is also a reminder of Zambia and of all that
Yombo is now estranged from.
2017: now a published poet, Yombo receives a message via a social media site from a cousin in Zed he has
not been in touch with in almost 25 years. His grandmother died a year before and the family had been
trying to reach him. It’s time to go back.
In Prodigal, Dylan Thomas Prize-winning poet, Kayo Chingonyi tells the story of that return, and the life
that led up to it. Spanning his early life in Zambia, the move to England, orphanhood to HIV, poetry and
contemporary identity politics, it will be a book that reflects on Kayo’s emotional as well as physical journey:
from the guilt and shame felt at the clear HIV test result, to the uncertainty and insecurity of a fraught
existence and the challenges of being both and neither – of how the immigrant experience is often about
inhabiting the gaps.
KAYO CHINGONYI is a poet, writer and academic. His debut collection of poems, Kumukanda, won the
2018 Dylan Thomas Prize and a Somerset Maugham Award, and was shortlisted for the Costa Poetry Prize,
the Ted Hughes Award for New Work in Poetry, the Seamus Heaney Centre First Poetry Collection Prize,
the Roehampton Poetry Prize, the Michael Murphy Poetry Prize and the Jhalak Prize. His second collection,
A Blood Condition, was published in April 2021, and was shortlisted for the Forward Prize for Best Collection.
Kayo is poetry editor of the White Review and Assistant Professor of Creative Writing at the University of
Durham.
Praise for previous poetry collection, Kumukanda:
✦ Winner of the Dylan Thomas Prize 2018 ✦ Winner of the Somerset Maugham Award 2018 ✦
✦ Shortlisted for the Costa Poetry Prize 2017 ✦ Shortlisted for the Jhalak Prize 2018 ✦
✦Shortlisted for the Seamus Heaney Centre First Poetry Collection Prize 2018 ✦
✦ Shortlisted for the Ted Hughes Award for New Work in Poetry 2018 ✦
Rights sales for Kumukanda: UK (Chatto & Windus), Sweden (Rámus)
Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Delivery: April 2022
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Last Call at the Hotel Imperial
The Reporters Who Took on a World at War

by Deborah Cohen
A prize-winning historian’s revelatory account of a close-knit
band of wildly famous American reporters who, in the run-up
to World War II, took on dictators and rewrote the rules of
modern journalism
They were an astonishing group: glamorous, gutsy, and irreverent to
the bone. As cub reporters in the 1920s, they roamed across a warravaged world, sometimes perched atop mules on wooden saddles,
sometimes gliding through countries in the splendor of a first-class
sleeper car. While empires collapsed and fledgling democracies
faltered, they chased deposed empresses, international financiers and
Balkan gunrunners, then knocked back doubles late into the night.
Last Call at the Hotel Imperial is the extraordinary story of John Gunther, H.R. Knickerbocker, Vincent
Sheean, and Dorothy Thompson: a close-knit band of wildly famous American reporters who, in the runup to World War II, took on dictators and rewrote the rules of modern journalism.
In those tumultuous years, they landed exclusive interviews with Hitler, Franco and Mussolini who sought
to persuade them of fascism’s inevitable triumph. Nehru and Gandhi also courted them, seeking American
allies against British imperialism. Churchill, for his part, saw them as his best shot at convincing a reluctant
America to join the war against Hitler. They grabbed front pages across the world, causing Goebbels to
rage about ‘international liars and counterfeiters.’
Alongside these backstage glimpses into the halls of power, they left another set of records – equally
incredible. In their private lives, Gunther, Knickerbocker, Sheean and Thompson committed themselves
to the cause of freedom: fiercely and with all its hazards. They argued about love, war, sex, death and
everything in between, and they wrote it all down. The fault lines that ran through a crumbling world, they
would find, ran through their own marriages and friendships, too.
Told with the immediacy of a conversation overheard, this revelatory book captures how the global
upheavals of the twentieth century felt to live through up close.
DEBORAH COHEN is the author of The War Come Home, Household Gods, and Family Secrets. She is also
the Peter B. Ritzma Professor of Humanities and Professor of History at Northwestern University, focusing
on modern Europe.
Publication date: William Collins – 15th March 2022
Praise for Last Call at the Hotel Imperial:
‘A beautifully written portrait of a group of exceptional and now largely forgotten reporters. Cohen’s book
is a fascinating reminder of the days when first rate correspondents had not just access, time and money
but real influence over world affairs’ – Caroline Moorehead
‘Intimate and gripping as a novel. This brilliant book vividly conveys what it felt like to live through the
shocking crises of the thirties and forties as they were happening, when nearly anything could happen next.’
– Larissa MacFarquhar
Rights sales for Last Call at the Hotel Imperial: UK (William Collins), US (Random House)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Grow the Pie
How Great Companies deliver both
Purpose and Profit

by Alex Edmans
♦A Financial Times Book of the Year 2020♦
What is a responsible business? Common wisdom is that it’s one that
sacrifices profit for social outcomes. But while it’s crucial for
companies to serve society, they also have a duty to generate profit
for investors - savers, retirees, and pension funds.
Based on the highest-quality evidence and real-life examples spanning
industries and countries, Alex Edmans shows that it’s not an eitheror choice - companies can create both profit and social value. The
most successful companies don’t target profit directly but are driven
by purpose - the desire to serve a societal need and contribute to human betterment. The audiobook
explains how to embed purpose into practice so that it’s more than just a mission statement, and it discusses
the critical role of working collaboratively with a company’s investors, employees, and customers.
Rigorous research also uncovers surprising results on how executive pay, shareholder activism, and share
buybacks can be used for the common good.
ALEX EDMANS is Professor of Finance at London Business School and a leading authority on reforming
business to serve the common good. He has spoken at Davos and in the UK House of Commons, and
gave the TED talk ‘What to Trust in a Post-Truth World’ and the TEDx talk ‘The Social Responsibility of
Business’.
Publication date: Cambridge University Press – 2020
Praise for Grow the Pie:
‘Edmans’s arguments are a powerful and persuasive antidote to much of the conventional wisdom about
the corporate world.’ – Oliver Hart, 2016 Nobel Laureate in Economics
‘I do not know whether capitalism is in crisis. But I do know Alex Edmans’ superb book makes the case,
compellingly and comprehensively, for a radical rethink of how companies operate and indeed why they
exist. It is the definitive account of the analytical case for responsible business but is at the same time
practical and grounded in real business experience. It is a tour de force.’ – Andy Haldane, Chief Economist,
Bank of England
‘This is a brilliant and timely book, taking the business case for responsible capitalism to a whole new level.
Edmans provides a rigorous, evidence-based approach, exploring numerous angles around how businesses
can (and, as he shows, must) combine profit-seeking with purpose as well as the role investors and other
stakeholders can play in driving a genuine win-win approach. Grow the Pie really has the power to convince
the sceptics as well as encourage advocates consider new ways to embed the approach further in their
businesses.’ – Dame Helena Morrissey, financier and founder of the 30% Club
Rights sales for Grow the Pie: UK (CUP), Arabic (Jarir), China (Renmin University Press), France
(Dunod), Korea (Maeil Business Newspaper Press), Russia (Eksmo), Turkey (Dogan Egmont).
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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Maurice and Maralyn
A Whale, A Shipwreck, A Love Story

by Sophie Elmhirst
‘Maralyn stood on deck, transfixed. Beneath her, the whale
thrashed in the ocean, blood pouring from a wound. She
couldn’t understand where it had come from. Seconds ago
she’d been up here, on her watch. There’d been no sign of it
– no sign of anything. She’d gone down to the cabin, seven
sharp, put on the stove for breakfast, woken Maurice. Then,
the most unbelievable jolt. A crack. Utensils flying across the
cabin. Books leaping off shelves.’
In 1963, following a short and intense courtship, Maurice Bailey
and Maralyn Harrison were married. Stretching out ahead of them was an archetypal suburban life: brand
new home bought off-plan on an estate filled with couples and families just like them, solid administrative
careers, enough money for occasional holidays and meals out with friends. A secure and stable environment
ahead of the inevitable day they had a child, and then perhaps another. But Maurice and Maralyn quickly
realised that convention wasn’t for them. They couldn’t settle into grey English suburban obscurity, didn’t
want a life just like all of the others. They decided to get out, to sell everything and build a boat, and to sail
that boat around the world, to a new life in New Zealand.
And to begin with, things went swimmingly. They took to life on the water quickly, smoothly adjusting to
the intricacies of life at sea. There were evenings with new friends in new places – Madeira, Tenerife,
Christmas in the Caribbean. This was a life they could never have had in Derby. But then, disaster. On their
way from the Caribbean to the Galapagos, out of nowhere they were hit by a whale. Water filled the galley,
and after 40 minutes of failing to find the hole, they knew what they had to do: gather essentials and get
themselves on to their life raft. From the middle of the Pacific, they watched the boat they’d put everything
into slowly sink.
In the end Maurice and Maralyn spent 117 days on that life raft, a tiny dot in the world’s biggest ocean –
one of the longest life-raft survivals ever recorded. In Maurice and Maralyn, Sophie Elmhirst reconstructs
their extraordinary survival, drawing on the diaries they kept, Maralyn’s Galley Handbook, and the books
Maurice published in the brief moment of fame that followed their return to land. What emerges is a story
of adventure, catastrophe and survival that was, for a brief time, a global sensation, but also a portrait of a
marriage, a love story, and an exploration of loss.
SOPHIE ELMHIRST is a writer for Guardian Long Reads and the Economist’s 1843 magazine, and a
contributing editor at the Gentlewoman and Harper’s Bazaar. In 2020 she won the British Press Award for
Feature Writer of the Year for three of her recent Guardian Long Reads, including ‘Tampon Wars: the battle
to overthrow the Tampax empire’, for which she also won a Foreign Press Award for Business and
Economics Story of the Year and was longlisted for the Orwell Prize. Earlier this year film rights for the
same were optioned by Dakota and Elle Fanning’s production company, Lewellen Pictures.
Rights sales for Maurice and Maralyn: UK (Chatto), Germany (Goldmann), Hungary (Corvina).
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: Proposal – Delivery: April 2023 (60k words)
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Radius
A Story of Feminist Revolution

by Yasmin El-Rifae
A haunting, intimate account of the women and men who
built a feminist revolution in the middle of the Arab Spring
In 2012, the joyful hopes of the democratic Egyptian Revolution
were tempered by revelations of mass sexual assault in Tahrir Square
in Cairo, the revolution’s symbolic birthplace.
This is the story of the women and men who formed Opantish –
Operation Anti-Sexual Harassment – who deployed hundreds of
volunteers, scouts rescue teams, and getaway drivers to intervene in
the spiralling cases of sexual violence against women protesters in
the square. Organized and led by women during 2012–2013 – the
final, chaotic months of Egypt’s revolution – teams of volunteers fought their way into circles of men to
pull the woman at the center to safety. Often, they risked assault themselves.
Journalist Yasmin El-Rifae was one of Opantish’s organizers, and this is her evocative, aching account of
their work, as they raced to develop new tactics, struggled with a revolution bleeding into counterrevolution, and dealt with the long aftermath of assault and devastation. Told in a daring, hybrid narrative
style drawn from years of interviews and her own, intimate experience, it is a story of overlapping circles:
the circles of male attackers activists had to break through, the ways sexual violence can be circled off as
“irrelevant” to political struggle, and the endless repetitive loops of living with trauma.
Introducing a powerful new voice, a writer whose searchingly beautiful, spare prose cuts to the core of a
story ever more urgent and relevant: of women’s resistance when all else has failed.
YASMIN EL-RIFAE is a writer and editor. She works with Mada Masr in Cairo, a progressive Egyptian
newsmagazine, and is a co-producer of the Palestine Festival of Literature. Her writing has appeared in the
Guardian, Nation, Lux, LitHub, and Guernica. This is her first book.
Publication date: Verso – 18th October 2022
Rights sales for Radius: World English (Verso)
Agent: Lisa Baker
Material available: Final manuscript (54k words)
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Shadowlands
A Journey Through Lost Britain

by Matthew Green
Drowned. Buried by sand. Decimated by plague. Plunged off a
cliff. This is the forgotten history of Britain’s lost cities, ghost
towns and vanished villages: our shadowlands.
Britain’s landscape is scarred with haunting and romantic remains;
these shadowlands that were once filled with life are now just spectral
echoes. Peering through the cracks of history, we find Dunwich, a
medieval city plunged off a Suffolk cliff by sea storms; the lost city of
Trellech unearthed by moles in the Welsh Marches; and the ghostly
reservoir that is Capel Celyn, one of the few remaining solely Welshspeaking villages, drowned by Liverpool City Council.
Historian Matthew Green tells the extraordinary stories of how these places met their fate and probes the
disappearances to explain why Britain looks the way it does today. Travelling across Britain, Green
transports the reader to these places as they teeter on the brink of oblivion, vividly capturing the sounds of
the sea clawing away row upon row of houses, the taste of medieval wine, or the sights of puffin hunting
on the tallest cliffs in the country. We experience them in their prime, look on at their destruction and
revisit their lingering remains later as they are mourned by evictees and reimagined by artists, writers and
mavericks.
By exploring the lost causes and dead ends of history - places lost to natural phenomena, war and plague,
economic shifts and technological progress - the precariousness of our own towns and cities, of humanity,
becomes clear. Shadowlands is a deeply evocative and dazzlingly original account of Britain’s past.
DR MATTHEW GREEN is a historian, writer and broadcaster with a doctorate from Oxford University.
He has appeared in documentaries on the BBC, ITV and Channel 4, and has written historical features for
the Guardian and Financial Times. He is the founder of Unreal City Audio, which produces immersive tours
of London as live events, podcasts and apps. He is also the author of London: A Travel Guide Through Time.
Publication date: Faber – 17th March 2022
Praise for Shadowlands:
‘This is a beautifully written, intelligent book, and it is offered as a warning as well as a memorial. The
storms that devoured Winchelsea were provoked by a changing climate, as the Medieval Warm Period gave
way to the Little Ice Age. Green observes that by the time a child born today reaches middle age, London
will be largely submerged. One day the stumps of its skyscrapers will appear at low tide. Then, perhaps,
people will imagine that they can hear the sounds of bells.’ – The Sunday Times
‘Consistently interesting, even perversely entertaining … Green’s passion and historical vision bursts from
the page, summoning up the past in surround sound and sensual prose.’ – Cal Flyn, The Times
‘Shadowlands is so well researched, beautifully written and packed with interesting detail. Green is both
historian and prophet, offering a warning we need to pay attention to . . . alarming and valuable.’ – Claire
Tomalin
Rights sales for Shadowlands: UK (Faber & Faber), US (WW Norton)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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The Hated Cage
An American Tragedy in Britain’s
Most Terrifying Prison

by Nicholas Guyatt
Buried in the history of Britain’s most famous jail, a unique
story of captivity, violence and race
The War of 1812 – the last time Britain and America went to war with
each other. British redcoats torched the White House, and six
thousand American privateers languished in the world’s largest
prisoner-of-war camp: Dartmoor.
They were of all classes and all races; some were as young as thirteen.
But though they shared a common nationality, the men were divided
by race: nearly a thousand were Black, and at the behest of the white prisoners, Dartmoor became the first
racially segregated prison in US history. Known as the ‘hated cage’ and the ‘depot of living death’, this
wasn’t a place you’d expect to find full of life and invention.
Block four became one of the largest self-governing Black communities outside of Africa, and prisoners
taught each other algebra, foreign languages and science. Despite the prejudices that had created this
community, the white prisoners couldn’t stop returning. While racism raged on in their homeland, Black
and white Americans came together to box, dance and put on plays. And then the dramatic prison break.
From digging tunnels to hot pursuits, they encountered (or perhaps invented) every prison-break cliché,
before the terrible moment when they were betrayed by one of their own. Drawing on extensive new
material, Nicholas Guyatt brings to life this forgotten dramatic tale of race, violence and war.
NICHOLAS GUYATT is professor of American history at the University of Cambridge and the author of
five previous books, including Bind Us Apart: How Enlightened Americans Invented Racial Segregation. He lives in
Cambridge.
Publication date: Oneworld (UK)/Basic Books (US) – 7th April 2022
Praise for The Hated Cage:
‘In Guyatt’s truly extraordinary recovery of Americans imprisoned long ago, he has excavated a most
disturbing racial as well as carceral past, one that will feel disturbingly familiar, and one that underscores on
every page the imperative of finally reckoning with white supremacy if there is to be a different future.’
– Heather Ann Thompson, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Blood in the Water
‘A beautifully narrated tale that starts with a forgotten massacre in an English prison and opens out on to
a truly epic global canvas. This book illuminates how profoundly Black history underpins the national
stories of Britain and the United States – and of the world beyond.’ – Priyamvada Gopal, author of Insurgent
Empire: Anticolonial Resistance and British Dissent
‘This is history as it ought to be – gripping, dynamic, vividly written, and altogether brilliant in its
interpretation. Nicholas Guyatt has liberated a motley crew of American sailors from the double darkness
of Dartmoor Prison and our own poor historical memory.’ – Marcus Rediker, author of The Slave Ship: A
Human History
Rights sales for The Hated Cage: UK (Oneworld), US (Basic Books); Film/TV Rights: Headline
Pictures.
Agent: Lesley Thorne
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And a Dog Called Fig
Solitude, Connection, the Writing Life

by Helen Humphreys
Into the writer’s isolation comes a dog, to sit beside the chair
or to lie on the couch while the writer works, to force them
outside for a walk, and suddenly, although still lonely, the
writer has a companion
An artist’s solitude is a sacred space, one to be guarded and kept apart
from the chaos of the world. This isolation allows for uninhibited
wandering, uninterrupted meditation and the nurturing of sparks of
inspiration into fires of creation. But in the artist’s quiet there is also
loneliness, self-doubt, the possibility of collapsing too far inward.
What an artist needs is a familiar, a creature perfectly suited to
accompany them on this coveted, difficult journey. They need a companion with emotional intelligence,
innate curiosity, passion and energy and an enthusiasm for the world beyond, but also the capacity to sleep
contentedly for many hours. What an artist needs, Helen Humphreys would say, is a dog.
And a Dog Called Fig is a memoir of the writing life told through the dogs Humphreys has lived with and
loved over a lifetime, culminating with the recent arrival and settling in of Fig, a Vizsla puppy. Interspersed
are stories of other writers and their irreplaceable companions: Virginia Woolf and Grizzle, Gertrude Stein
and Basket, Thomas Hardy and Wessex—the dog who walked the dining table at dinner parties, taking
whatever he liked—and many more.
It’s a book about companionship and loss and creativity that is filled with the beauty of a steadfast canine
friend and the restorative powers of nature. It is also a book about craft, divided into sections that echo the
working parts of a novel—Beginnings, Character, Pacing, Setting, Structure, Process, Endings. Just as every
work of art is different, every dog is different—with distinctive needs and lessons to offer. And if we let
them guide us, they, like art, will show us many worlds we would otherwise miss.
HELEN HUMPHREYS is an acclaimed and award-winning author of fiction, non-fiction and poetry. She
has won the Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize, a Lambda Literary Award for Fiction and the Toronto
Book Award. And she has been a finalist for the Governor General’s Award for Fiction, the Trillium Book
Prize and CBC Radio’s Canada Reads. Her most recent novel is Rabbit Foot Bill. She lives in Kingston,
Ontario.
Publication date: Harper Collins Canada – 8th March 2022
Praise for And a Dog Called Fig:
‘A warm, writerly homage to the consolation of dogs.’ – Kirkus
‘[A] tender tribute… [Humphreys] mixes her sparkling ruminations with stories of other famous writers
who felt a similar kinship to their pooches. Dog lovers will find this a treat.’ – Publishers Weekly
Rights sales for And a Dog Called Fig: Canada (Harper Collins), UK (Aurum), US (FSG), Italy
(Playground). Japanese co-agent: The English Agency.
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Nerves and their Endings
Essays on Crisis and Response

by Jessica Gaitán Johannesson
The body as a measuring tool for planetary harm. A nervous
system under increasing stress.
In this urgent collection that moves from the personal to the political
and back again, writer, activist, and migrant Jessica Gaitán
Johannesson explores how we respond to crises.
She draws parallels between an eating disorder and environmental
neurosis, examines the perils of an activist movement built on nonparenthood, dissects the privilege of how we talk about hope, and
more.
The synapses that spark between these essays connect essential narratives of response and responsibility,
community and choice, belonging and bodies. They carry vital signals.
JESSICA GAITÁN JOHANNESSON grew up between Sweden, Colombia, and Ecuador. She’s a
bookseller and an activist working for climate justice, and lives in Edinburgh. Her first novel, How We Are
Translated, was longlisted for the Desmond Elliott Prize.
Publication date: Scribe – 11th August 2022
Praise for previous title, How We Are Translated:
‘This is a novel brimming with ideas and promise.’ – The Sunday Times
‘How We Are Translated is the most contemporary of novels. It’s a novel that maintains just the right balance
of oddity, intimacy and illumination. It’s a novel that anyone interested in the future of the English novel
needs to read!’ – Sara Baume, author of Spill Simmer Falter Wither
‘How We Are Translated is one of the gentlest and most patient, humane, and quirky things I have read in a
long time. Hugely original.’ – Niamh Campell, author of This Happy
Agent: Lisa Baker
Material available: Proofs
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Frontline Midwife
My Story of Survival and Keeping Others Safe

by Anna Kent
‘My own suffering, my own loneliness, was a fair price to pay
for the lives we’d saved. And now here I am, training to be a
midwife, so that next time I can make it better.’
Anna Kent has delivered babies in war zones, caring for the most
vulnerable women in the most vulnerable places in the world. At
twenty-six years old, not yet a fully-trained midwife, she delivered a
baby in a tropical storm by the light of a headtorch; the following year,
she would be responsible for the female health of 30,000 Rohingya
refugees in Bangladesh. But returning to the UK to work for the NHS,
she soon learned that even at home the right to a safe birth was
impossible to take for granted.
In Frontline Midwife, Kent shares her extraordinary experiences as a nurse, midwife and mother, illuminating
the lives of women that are irreparably affected by compromised access to healthcare. This is at once an
astonishing story of the realities of frontline humanitarian work, and a powerful reminder of the critical,
life-giving work of nurses and doctors at home and around the world.
ANNA KENT is s a humanitarian aid worker, NHS nurse and midwife. After receiving a Nursing Master’s
Degree from the University of Nottingham, she completed a Diploma in Tropical Nursing in London and
joined Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors Without Borders) in 2007. She gained her First Degree in
Midwifery in 2010 and has worked as a midwife across the world, including in Ethiopia, South Sudan, Haiti,
Bangladesh and the UK.
UK publication date: Bloomsbury – 12th May 2022
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Premonitions Bureau
by Sam Knight
♦ Bookseller Book of the Month, May 2022 ♦
♦ Chosen by the Guardian, New Statesman, Esquire, Evening
Standard and Irish Independent as a Book to Look Forward to
in 2022 ♦
Premonitions are impossible. But they come true all the time.
Most are innocent. You think of a forgotten friend. Out of the blue,
they call. But what if you knew that something terrible was going to
happen? A sudden flash, the words CHARING CROSS. Four days
later, a packed express train comes off the rails outside the station.
What if you could share your vision, and stop that train? Could these
forebodings help the world to prevent disasters?
In 1966, John Barker, a dynamic psychiatrist working in an outdated British mental hospital, established the
Premonitions Bureau to investigate these questions. He would find a network of hundreds of
correspondents, from bank clerks to ballet teachers. Among them were two unnervingly gifted
"percipients". Together, the pair predicted plane crashes, assassinations and international incidents, with
uncanny accuracy. And then, they informed Barker of their most disturbing premonition: that he was about
to die.
The Premonitions Bureau is an enthralling true story, of madness and wonder, science and the supernatural - a
journey to the most powerful and unsettling reaches of the human mind.
SAM KNIGHT is a staff writer at The New Yorker, has won two Foreign Press Association awards and was
shortlisted for the 2018 Orwell Prize for political writing. ‘London Bridge is Down’ (written in 2017), was
viewed 4 million times and remains the most popular Guardian long read ever published.
UK publication date: Faber – 5th May 2022
Praise for The Premonitions Bureau:
‘A stunning piece of work… an enveloping, unsettling book, gorgeously written and profound.’ – Patrick
Radden Keefe, author of Empire of Pain
‘A fluid and enticing book… beautifully ordered, humane, capacious.’ – Hilary Mantel
‘An eerie and amazing account of coincidence and fate, and the impossibility of knowing the difference. I
loved this fascinating book.’ – Emma Cline, New York Times bestselling author of The Girls
‘Fascinating exploration of the eldritch matter of foreknowledge.’ – Kirkus, Starred Review
‘Take the addictive storytelling of Patrick Radden Keefe and mix it with the stranger-than-fiction stuff of
a Jon Ronson podcast, and you’ll get Sam Knight’s must-read first book.’ – Evening Standard
Rights sales for The Premonitions Bureau: UK (Faber), US (Penguin Press), China (STPH), Czech
(Leda), Estonia (Tanapaev), France (Sonatine), Italy (Mondadori), Lithuania (Baltos Lankos), Netherlands
(Volt), Poland (Czarne), Romania (RAO), Turkey (Garaj). Japanese co-agent: The English Agency.
Film/TV rights: Amazon Studios for Anne Carey/Archer Street.
Agent: Emma Paterson
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In Search of Us
Adventures in Anthropology

by Lucy Moore
In the late nineteenth century when non-European societies were
seen merely as ‘living fossils’ offering an insight into how civilisation
had evolved, anthropology was a thriving area of study. But, by the
middle of the twentieth century, it was difficult to think about ideas
of ‘savages’ and otherness when ‘civilized’ man had wreaked such
devastation across two world wars, and field work was to be displaced
by sociology and the study of all human society.
By focusing on twelve key European and American figures in this
field, from Franz Boas on Baffin Island to Claude Lévi-Strauss in
Brazil, Lucy Moore tells the story of the brief flowering of
anthropology as a quasi-scientific area of study, and about the men
and women whose observations of the ‘other’ were unwittingly to come to bear on attitudes about race,
gender equality, sexual liberation, parenting and tolerance in ways they had never anticipated.
In an enthralling and perceptive narrative, Moore shows how, unintended though it was, these
anthropologists were to become pioneers of a new way of thinking. Their legacy is less about understanding
far away cultures and more about teaching people to look at one another ‘with eyes washed free from
prejudice’. Their intention may have been to explain the primitive world to the civilized one, but they ended
up by changing the way we think about ourselves – at least for a time.
LUCY MOORE was educated in Britain and the US before reading history at Edinburgh. Voted one of
the ‘top twenty young writers in Britain’ by the Independent on Sunday in 2001, her books include the
bestselling Maharanis: The Lives & Times of Three Generations of Indian Princesses (Viking, 2004) and the
acclaimed Liberty: The Lives and Times of Six Women in Revolutionary France (HarperCollins, 2006). Anything Goes
was published by Atlantic in 2008.
Publication date: Atlantic – 7th July 2022
Rights sales for In Search of Us: World English (Atlantic)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Edda Mussolini
The Most Dangerous Woman in Europe

by Caroline Moorehead
The bestselling author of A Train in Winter and A House in the
Mountains returns with the incredible story of Mussolini’s
daughter, Edda, one of the most influential women in 1930s
Italy, whose life had more twists and turns than a spy novel
Edda Mussolini was Benito's favourite daughter: spoiled and venal,
uneducated but clever, faithless but flamboyant, a brilliant diplomat,
wild but brave, and ultimately strong and loyal.
She was her father's confidante during the twenty years of Fascist
rule—acting as envoy to both Germany and Britain, she played a part
in steering Italy to join forces with Hitler. In 1930, at the age of
nineteen, she married Count Galeazzo Ciano, who would become the youngest Foreign Secretary in Italian
history. The Cianos became the most celebrated and glamorous couple in elegant, vulgar Roman fascist
society.
Their fortunes turned in 1943, when Ciano voted against Mussolini in a plot to bring him down, and his
father-in-law did not forgive him. In a dramatic story that includes hidden diaries, Edda’s father's fall and
her husband's execution, an escape into Switzerland and a period in exile, we come to know a complicated,
bold and determined woman—one who emerges not just as a witness but as a key player in some of the
twentieth century's defining moments. And we see Fascist Italy with all its glamour, decadence and political
intrigue, and the turbulence before its violent end.
CAROLINE MOOREHEAD is the author of the international bestsellers A House in the Mountains, A Train
in Winter, A Bold and Dangerous Family and Village of Secrets, nominated for the Samuel Johnson Prize for
Non-Fiction. Caroline Moorehead is also the biographer of Bertrand Russell, Freya Stark, Iris Origo and
Martha Gellhorn. She lives in London and Italy.
Publication date: Chatto – 27th October 2022
Praise for previous title, A House in the Mountains:
‘Moorehead paints a wonderfully vivid and moving portrait of the women of the Italian Resistance…an
excellent book… She depicts a tragic fate that is timeless, of dreams forged in adversity, shattered by
collisions with practical politics.’ – Max Hastings, Sunday Times
‘A brilliant overview of the war in Italy from the perspective of the female partisans.’ – Clare Mulley,
Spectator, Books of 2019
‘Brilliantly and subtly told… The narrative is told with such verve that I frequently had goosebumps: the
men and women known from much drier history books come alive… a riveting read.’ – Tobias Jones,
Guardian
Rights sales for previous title, A House in the Mountains: UK (Chatto), US (HarperCollins), Canada
(Knopf), Arabic (Dar Al Saqi), China (Social Sciences Academic Press), Italy (Bollati Boringhieri)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Age of Confiscation
Making and Taking Property in the Creation of the
Modern World

by Nicholas Mulder
We tend to think of confiscation – the act of taking or seizing property
with authority – as the practice of dictators and despots. This focus has
obscured the truth: that between the start of the First World War and the
beginning of the Cold War, US and British governments alone seized
more property than Hitler and Stalin combined. And this fact reveals
something important about the history of confiscation: that far from
being hostile to it, capitalist democracies have been more committed to, and successful in, confiscation
than their autocratic rivals.
This tension between property and confiscation has defined the last 240 years of history – going back to
when the French Revolution transformed global politics and the Industrial Revolution started modern
economic growth, large-scale expropriations have occurred regularly. Wherever property rights have
emerged, confiscation hasn’t been far behind. And the periodic transference of property was integral to
the major events of the last two centuries, both the most positive transformations and the worst crimes
of history. Confiscation ended feudalism and formed the basis of civil law, but it was also key in the
conquests of Napoleon and Hitler. It was the essence of nineteenth-century colonialism and then of
twentieth century decolonization (and enabled the abolition of the slave trade and slavery along the way).
It was a key tool in the rise of totalitarianism and total war, but also led to the creation of the New Deal
and the European welfare states after World War II. For better and for worse the modern world has been
built on confiscation.
The Age of Confiscation will be the first international history of expropriation. Beginning in Europe, with the
end of feudalism and the emergence of an international bourgeoisie, we’ll see how ideas about the primacy
of property rights spread throughout the world and how, alongside them, confiscation became a central
tool of dictatorships and capitalist democracies alike (indeed the United States, UK and virtually every
European state finds a place for confiscation in their constitutions). And the more we learn of the history,
the more clear it becomes that confiscation has been and can be a force for good. While neoliberalism has
focused largely on protecting private property and capital, a look back a little further shows that
confiscation has often been a mechanism for solving social ills, rebalancing inequality, and checking the
power of corporations. As we stare down the cul-de-sac of unprecedented inequality, financial instability,
housing shortages and a climate crisis, the history of expropriation offers a path out.
NICHOLAS MULDER is Assistant Professor of modern European history at Cornell University,
specializing in the political and economic history of the 19th and 20th centuries. His first academic book,
The Economic Weapon, was published by Yale University Press in March 2022, and has been praised by
Adam Tooze as ‘an essential contribution’ and by David Edgerton as ‘a tour de force of historical research
and argument’. He has written for the Guardian, Foreign Policy, The Nation, n + 1, New Left Review, Dissent,
Economist and New Stateman; he’s been interviewed in the New York Times and on NPR. He speaks English,
Dutch, French, German and Italian.
Rights sales for The Age of Confiscation: UK (Allen Lane), US (Little, Brown), Brazil (Zahar), China
(Guangdong People’s Publishing House), Germany (Fischer), Italy (Mondadori), Korea (MiraeN),
Netherlands (Alfabet), Spain (Critica). Japanese co-agent: Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: Proposal – Delivery: September 2024 (150k words)
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Strandings
Confessions of a Whale Scavenger

By Peter Riley
✦ Winner of the inaugural Profile Aitken Alexander
Non-Fiction Prize ✦
When Peter Riley was thirteen, a woman with blue hair and a comet
tattoo asked him to help load the jaw of a sperm whale into the back
of a Volvo 245. The encounter set Riley on a decades-long quest to
make sense of what happened.
Enter the secretive world of the whale scavengers. When a whale
washes up on one of Britain’s coasts, a fugitive community descends
to claim trophies from the carcass. Some are driven by magical beliefs.
Some are motivated by profit: there is a black market for everything
from ambergris to whaletooth sex toys. But for others, the need goes much deeper.
Join Riley on a tour of a stranded kingdom’s weird outer reaches, where nothing is as it seems. Meet witches,
pedlars, fetishists, conspiracy theorists and fallen aristocrats. And prepare for a final revelation, as the
mystery of the comet woman tangles with the enigmatic symbol of Leviathan itself, beached on Britain’s
fatal shore.
PETER RILEY has been investigating stranded cetaceans and their afterlives since his teens. He lectures
in American literature at Durham University, with a special interest, inevitably, in Herman Melville. His
proposal for STRANDINGS was the winner of the first Profile Aitken Alexander Nonfiction Prize (2019).
UK publication date: Profile – 24th February 2022
Praise for Strandings:
‘With wit and a whale-lover’s passion, Riley explores the cultural and emotional bonds that form between
humans and our sea-dwelling, mammalian cousins — both alive and dead. Strandings is at once incisive and
funny, personal and historical, gripping and moving.’ – Merlin Sheldrake, biologist and bestselling author
of Entangled Life
‘Strandings is a tremendously enjoyable book, a gleefully peculiar mixture of grief and gore populated by a
shadowy cast of oddballs, the only certainty the dead whales at its heart.’ – Jessie Greengrass, author of
Sight and The High House
Rights sales for Strandings: World (Profile) – US and Translation Rights handled by Aitken
Alexander on behalf of Profile
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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The Sound of Being Human
How Music Shapes Our Lives

by Jude Rogers
♦A New Statesman Books to Read in 2022♦
♦A Guardian Book to Watch in 2022♦
The Sound of Being Human explores, in detail, why music plays such a
deep-rooted role in so many lives, from before we are born to our last
days. At its heart is Jude’s own story: how songs helped her wrestle
with the grief of losing her father at age five; concoct her own sense
of self as a lonely adolescent; sky-rocket her relationships, both real
and imagined, in the flushes of early womanhood, propel her own
journey into working life, adulthood and parenthood, and look to the
future.
Shaped around twelve songs, ranging from ABBA’s ‘Super Trouper’ to Neneh Cherry’s ‘Buffalo Stance’,
Kraftwerk’s ‘Radioactivity’ to Martha Reeves and the Vandellas’ ‘Heat Wave’, the book combines memoir
and historical, scientific and cultural enquiry to show how music can shape different versions of ourselves;
how we rely upon music for comfort, for epiphanies, and for sexual and physical connection; how we grow
with songs, and songs grow inside us, helping us come to terms with grief, getting older and powerful
memories. It is about music’s power to help us tell our own stories, whatever they are, and make them sing.
JUDE ROGERS has written for the Guardian, the Observer, the Sunday Times, the Times Saturday Review, Daily
Telegraph, New Statesman, The Word, MOJO, Q, NME, the Quietus and the Gentlewoman. Her favourite anecdotes
include Chrissie Hynde spontaneously painting her portrait in her flat at the end of an interview and Robert
Plant making her a cup of PG Tips in Nashville while singing a Welsh hymn.
Publication date: White Rabbit – 28th April 2022
Praise for The Sound of Being Human:
‘Too often we treat popular musical as wallpaper surrounding us as we live our lives. Jude Rogers shows
the emotional and cerebral heft such music can have. It’s a personal journey which becomes universal.
Fascinating.’ – Ian Rankin
‘As I read this warm and honest book, I realised its true subject is not pop music, not really. It is rather an
exploration of love – how it formed and maintained, and what it leaves behind.’ – Aditya Chakrabortty,
Guardian
‘There are books that have made me cry and books that have taught me about the psychological effects of
music, but Jude’s is the only one that has done both.’ – Mat Osman, bassist for Suede
"Heavy and light, dark and sweet - I very much like this book" - Kristin Hersh.
‘A stunning hybrid of memoir and music, sound tracking the indelible nature of sound. Rogers’ moving,
lyrical sentences sing and stop you in your tracks.’ - Sinéad Gleeson
‘Tender, whip-smart, passionate and meticulous. All music fans will relish this book’ - Laura Barton
‘Tracing the relationship between music, memory and emotions - a finespun weave of heartfelt memoir,
keen insights into the inner workings of pop music, merging into mind-expanding chunks of science. An
absorbing and poignant book’ – Philip Clark, Mojo Magazine
Agent: Lisa Baker
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The Matter of Everything
Twelve Experiments that Changed our World

by Suzie Sheehy
Towards the end of the 19th century, people thought physics was done.
They knew stuff was made of atoms, and everything interacted
through the forces of gravity and electromagnetism and all the rest was
details. But little did they know. As the new century dawned a small
number of curious physicists started to probe deeper, to look beyond
the atom. Particle physics was born and the world would never be the
same again.
In The Matter Of Everything, accelerator physicist Suzie Sheehy tells the
story of particle physics through its foundational experiments.
Beginning with the discovery of the electron, via radiation and
Einstein, and all the way through to the Large Hadron Collider, we
uncover the breakthroughs that led to our understanding of matter. But this is not just stories from the
theoretical realm because what is really extraordinary is that these leaps in our understanding of the world
on the smallest scale have led to tangible things in our everyday one. From the television to the iPhone, the
MRI scanner to the internet, the impact of particle physics is far and wide.
In seeing the human side of the breakthroughs, Sheehy pulls physics out of the laboratory and puts it into
the hands of people. Because more than anything this book is a celebration of human ingenuity, creativity
and curiosity; a powerful reminder that progress relies on the desire to know.
DR SUZIE SHEEHY is a physicist, academic and science communicator who divides her time between
her research groups at the University of Oxford where she is a Royal Society University Research Fellow,
and the University of Melbourne where she is Senior Lecturer. Her research focuses on developing new
particle accelerators for future applications in areas such as medicine and energy. An award-winning public
speaker, presenter and science communicator, Suzie has delivered professional lectures and keynote
presentations, written and delivered live shows to tens of thousands of students, is an expert TV presenter
of Impossible Engineering for Discovery Channel and in 2018 delivered her first TED talk as part of TEDx
Sydney, which has received over 1.9M views.
UK publication date: Bloomsbury – 28th April 2022
Praise for The Matter of Everything:
‘This is a book about the fundamental problems of physics written from a viewpoint I hadn’t come across
before: that of the experimenter. Someone first thought of the cloud chamber, or the cyclotron, or the MRI
scanner, and that person (or that team) had to build one: you couldn’t buy one off the shelf. The actual
sequence of experiments, and failures, and more experiments, and success, is a fascinating one, especially
for any readers excited, as I am, by the thought of making things. A splendid idea, vividly carried out: I
enjoyed this book enormously.’ – Philip Pullman
‘This fascinating and highly readable book captures the radical excitement of experimental science as it’s
being made. It’s an all-action thriller, laced with some of the most profound ideas humans have ever had.’
– Brian Eno
Rights sales for The Matter of Everything: UK (Bloomsbury), US (Knopf), China (China South Booky
Culture Media), Czech (Dokoran), Italy (Bollati Boringhieri), Korea (Kachi), Netherlands (Thomas Rap),
Poland (Zysk), Portugal (Temas e Debates), Romania (Lifestyle), Russia (Exmo). Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle Mori.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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Seeing is Believing
How the Models in Our Heads Control
Our Thoughts, Actions and Feelings

by Daniel Yon
For many years, neuroscientists and psychologists have been seduced
by the idea that the virtues and vices of our minds can be best explained
by thinking of the brain as split into two: one half a slow and rational
computing machine that crunches through data to find right answers,
the other a quick-and-dirty bag of tricks ruled by bias, heuristic and
instinct. Success or failure depends on which side of our two-faced
psychology wins out. This idea has captured the imaginations of
scientists and the public alike, but some of the latest developments in
cognitive science are beginning to reveal a very different picture.
This new view casts the brain as a skull-bound scientist trying to make sense of the world from the data it
can sample. Rather than different halves of the brain doing different things, results from neuroscience and
experimental psychology show that our minds and brains are concerned with making models of our external
worlds, and using these models to make predictions about the present. The starting point for these models
might be our senses (the bottom-up inputs) but what we see, hear, smell, taste and feel is made ambiguous
by the interference thrown up by our environments. Our only hope of inferring what’s going on around us
is to combine the inherently noisy data with hypothesis and conjecture about what’s likely to be true (topdown expectations).
The implications of this are profound. While it might seem that we are in direct contact with the signals
landing on our senses, the predictive sculpting that occurs throughout the brain means our conscious
experience reflects an interplay of what we see and what we believe. But it doesn’t stop there – the models
we build might be positively reinforced over time, and we then carry those models with us as we move
through the world so that they come to dictate how we relate to others, make value judgements, and even
how we communicate.
In Seeing is Believing, neuroscientist Daniel Yon introduces us to the predictive brain, showing how a
combination of bottom-up inputs and top-down hypotheses help us to create the mental models we need
to navigate our uncertain worlds. We find the way our brains predict the consequences of our actions leads
us to experience surprising illusions of control, and that we appraise others through a model trained on
ourselves, explaining why social interaction is smoother with people whose brains and bodies behave like
we do. And we discover the neurochemicals that control how much we cling onto old expectations or
attend to new evidence from the outside world. Emerging science shows that we’re not far off being able
to manipulate them – the question is, will we want to?
DANIEL YON is an experimental psychologist at the University of Birkbeck, where he studies how our
brains build models of ourselves and the world around us, and how those models shape our perceptions,
actions and decisions. He has written on these subjects for Aeon and Psyche and has been published in a
number of his field’s leading journals.
Rights sales for Seeing is Believing: UK (Cornerstone/PRH), US (Grand Central), China (China Science
and Technology Press), the Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Korea (Wisdom House), Russia (MIF) Spain
(Ediciones Urano); Japanese co-agent: The English Agency.
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: Proposal – Delivery: June 2023 (70-80k words)
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